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We Are
1994 Found as one of the first PR agencies on the market
2002 Joined Porter Novelli
2012 Expansion in the region as APRA Porter Novelli
2012 ISO 9001:2015 certified
2013 The Ministry of Education and Science certified the Educational Center of the agency - APRA
Academy
2015 United all offices of the company in APRA Porter Novelli Balkans Communication Group

Always for the right audience.

On the right channels.

At the right time.

In the right context.

Porter Novelli. Where We Are

Porter Novelli is one of the world’s leading public relations agencies, delivering
best-in-class service to clients around the globe.
The network provides opportunities for professional development and growth of
nearly 5000 experts all over the world.

100

Offices

60

Countries

40+
Years

APRA Porter Novelli
Balkans Communication Group
Offices
• Bulgaria
• Serbia
• Macedonia
• Albania
• Kosovo
• Bosnia and
Herzegovina
• Montenegro

Membership in Professional Bodies

BAPRA
The Bulgarian PR association
(BAPRA) objectives are to support
and strengthen the PR as an
activity, working in favor of the
development of the modern
society.
It is realized through developing
common platform to exchange
the best practices, as well as
through increasing and
maintaining high ethical standards
of the profession and through
coordinating efforts for PR
development in Bulgaria.
APRA is among the founders of
the association.

IPRA
IPRA is a worldwide
organization with members in
both established and emerging
countries. It is governed by a
geographical representative
Board and run by a Secretariat
in the UK.IPRA represents
individual professionals, not
agencies or companies.
IPRA is recognized as an
international non-governmental
organization by the United
Nations and has been granted
consultative status by the
Economic and Social Council
(ECOSOC).

IRMCC
IRMCC is a non-governmental
organization, whose main
objective is the research and
prevention of risk, and the
management of crisis
communication of different types.
The team consists of experts with
many years of experience in the
field of crisis communication at
governmental, institutional and
corporate level.
IRMCC works in cooperation with a
number of key political figures and
influential non-governmental
organizations in Europe.

Our services
full communication
strategies
CSR platforms
tailor made trainings
planning, research and
evaluation
employer branding
digital marketing

crisis communications
sustainability communications
media relations/
media trainings
social media
public and government
affairs
Influencer marketing

special events
community relations

advisory panels and focus
groups
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REFERENCES

COCA-COLA
Partners since 2002

Since the beginning of 2002 Coca-Cola and APRA PN are partners in
the communications strategy of the company. We always assign
different projects to the team of professionals. Among the big projects
are the annual CSR initiative My Green City, Coca-Cola Happy Energy
Tour, The Coca-Cola Cup, The Leadership Conference.
In 2017 Coca-Cola has launched a “One Brand” global marketing
strategy that for the first time ever, unites all tastes of the famous
drink under under the iconic Coca-Cola brand positioning in one
global creative campaign – “Taste the Feeling”.
The project was launched at the same time all over the globe and
Bulgaria took part in the BIG news with an extensive communication
campaign. Following over a decade of successful local partnership,
Coca-Cola entrusted the realization of the kick-off events in Bulgaria
to APRA Porter Novelli.
Kristiana Chakarova, Public affairs and communications manager at
Coca-Cola HBC
Kristiana.Chakarova@cchellenic.com

NESTLE BULGARIA
Partners since 2001

The cooperation between Nestle Bulgaria and APRA Porter Novelli dates
back to 2001. In over 16 years of full support in the area of corporate
communication, the Agency has proven its high professionalism,
dedication and flexibility.
The high level of professional performance in the organization of all
projects and services has a great impact on the successful implementation
of a number of Nestlé's nationwide communication campaigns that are of
great public importance .
APRA Porter Novelli's experience in communications and the wide range
of successful projects guarantees the success of any organization relying
on the Agency 's services.
Neli Angelova, Corporate Affairs and Communications Manager
Neli.Angelova@bg.nestle.com

TELENOR BULGARIA
The team of TELENOR BULGARIA has had the chance to work with APRA
Porter Novelli BCG on many occasions and we strongly recommend them
as a reliable and trustworthy partner to any institution, NGO or company.
The scope of our work included: strategic advisory and communication
strategy; tactical planning, communication plan and internal
communication; execution of media and non-media activities; media
monitoring and reporting, etc.
While working together on these projects, the professional team of APRA
PN proved its creativity and expertise, ability to see a project through and
take it to a successful end. Being experts in various fields of business and
communications, their project leaders manage to coordinate activities
involving numerous people, and their ability to work collaboratively while
guiding the project quickly and effectively is outstanding.

Georgi Andreev, PR Manager at TELENOR BULGARIA
GAndreev@telenor.bg

MICROSOFT
Partners since 2010

The proper attitude towards the client and the dedicated efforts of
the team of APRA Porter Novelli are key factors for the successful
long-term partnership established with Microsoft Bulgaria.
The rich experience of APRA Porter Novelli and wide range of
successfully realized projects together give us a reason to
recommend the services of this PR agency.
We recommend, without hesitation, APRA Porter Novelli to any
organization which is seeking professionalism and proactivity in the
field of communications.
Desislava Borislavova, Multi-country Europe Communications and
Philanthropies Lead
a-debori@microsoft.com

GLAVBOLGARSTROY
Partners since 2007

The St. Spas mount by the village of Belchin is an integral part of the long
history of the region. It appears in the legends about an ancient
settlement known as „Tsari Mali Grad”, which means „Small Royal City”.
These stories and traditions provided a reason to start archaeological
research on the St. Spas mount in 2007. Later on, the Municipality of the
local town of Samokov created the project “Restoration, Conservation,
Socialization and Exhibition of the Late Antiquity Fortress, Church
Complex and Consecrated Ground TSARI MALI GRAD” and was granted
financial support by the Operational Programme “Regional Development”
2007-2013 and the European Union through the European Regional
Development Fund.
APRA Porter Novelli was entrusted with the publicity campaign,
promoting the restored monument as a national and regional tourist
landmark.
Yana Bodurova
PR Manager at Glavbolgarstroy
0879442406
YBodurova@gbs-bg.com

CASE STUDIES

COCA-COLA
IT Development
Center

COCA-COLA

Regional Development Center for Intelligent Technology official launch

At the beginning of 2018 The Coca-Cola Company officially opened a new Regional IT Development Center
in Sofia, in order to deliver top-in-class services for the Company’s global operations. The center is part of
a global structure focused on IT Development, which includes centers in USA, Mexico, Singapore and
other locations. The Sofia Development Center will be the second largest in terms of operational scale,
services provided, and employee base.
Specially for the Kick Off the Senior Vice President and Chief Information Officer of The Coca-Cola
Company Barry Simpson visited Bulgaria and 5 major events were organized with the participation of
media, employees, governmental representatives and local authorities, including the U.S. Ambassador in
Bulgaria H. E. Eric Rubin, the Minister of Transport, Information Technology and Communications Ivaylo
Moskovski, the Deputy Minister of Economy Luchezar Borisov, the Mayor of Sofia Municipality Yordanka
Fandukova, the Director of the Bulgarian Investment Agency Stamen Yanev and the Chairwoman of The
American Chamber of Commerce Krasimira Chemishanska.

5 events

internal and external

>100 media

materials covered the launch

20 KOLs

recognition and presence

>100 key

employees in 5 months

CARGOTEC

CARGOTEC

Opening of the new office in Sofia

The campaign took place in January 2018. The task was to create a communication plan in order to attract the different
target groups, and to organize an opening event for the new office of their global financial, HR and IT center – Cargotec
Business Services (CBS). The communication plan included detailed internal and external activities.
After several weeks of working closely with the team leaders and their teams, together we prepared 7 interactive
presentations for the opening event. Each team presented their scope of work to their colleagues. We also organized a
team building game – each team painted a part of a large canvas, which included their logo and their services. At the end
the canvas was presented to the external guests through a live stream video between the two floors of the CBS office.
After the event we organized a special party with the participation of the singer Beloslava for the staff of the company.
Our external plan included different strategy in order to engage all of the guests – Cargotec managers, partners,
journalists, stakeholders and official guests. Among the guests of the event were the Finish ambassador, the Deputy
Minister of Economy, the Executive manager of IBA and other officials.

15 officials 300 guests 20 media
visited the event

internal and external

40 publications

representatives at the event and over 10,000,000 reach

Coca-Cola HBC BSO

Coca-Cola HBC Business Services Organization
Internal Employer Branding Campaigns

APRA PN BCG is the partner of Coca-Cola HBC BSO in their internal employer branding campaigns
since 2012. This includes their annual biggest event for setting the goals for the next year, where the
team of APRA PN is responsible for the scenario, event organizing and coordinating, branding concept
and implementation, movie preparation.
Other projects:
•

Communicating the values of the company in different ways - team challenges, branded gifts, etc.

•

Special photo sessions of the team, movies preparing (scenario, implementation)

•

Refreshing the interior areas – branding and furnishing

6 years
partnership

Over 600

team of Coca-Cola HBC BSO

Over 20
projects together

28 countires

Serving the Coca-Cola HBC BSO

COCA-COLA

COCA-COLA ONE BRAND LAUNCH
Official launch of the communications concept

Coca-Cola launched a new “One Brand” global marketing strategy that, for the first time ever, united CocaCola, Diet Coca-Cola, Coca-Cola Zero, and Coca-Cola Life under the iconic Coca-Cola brand positioning all
in one global creative campaign, “Taste the Feeling.”
Tailored Communication campaign took place in Bulgaria as well, and only for a month the campaign
gained huge success and wide media coverage.
Two large events (internal and external) supported the launch in Bulgaria, complemented by dedicated
influencers’ communication.

1500 guests >100 media
internal and external

materials covered the launch

20 celebs >1,4 mio
posted and shared

reach in social media

EU DAY

EU DAY CELEBRATION
3D Mapping Show

A dedicated 3D Mapping Show on the historical building of the National Art Gallery in the city center of
Sofia.
The show "Europe - Your Home" was dedicated to the EU membership of Bulgaria and the shared EU
values. The Mayor of Sofia Municipality, Governmental representatives, Ambassadors of EU and non-EU
countries visited the official opening of the show, together with 48 representatives of national media, 190
students and teachers from 13 schools from 9 Bulgarian cities.
The show gained huge success and wide media coverage focusing on the European values and the special
anniversary for Bulgaria.

20 officials
opened the show

190 media

materials covered the show

35 TV

15k people

reports in central news came to watch it on the rain

LIVE ACTIVELY!

LIVE ACTIVELY!

The biggest Bulgarian NHW initiative
Once started as a small one time event, today Live Actively! is the biggest active lifestyle initiative in
Bulgaria. Each year it gains more and more friends united by one big idea – to combine active lifestyle and
balanced nutrition.
With the second biggest Bulgarian city joining the initiative since 2016, it now provides various
opportunities for sports and physical activity to a potential audience of nearly 3 000 000 Bulgarians all
over the country.
Our strategy with the project has always been to involve more people and more locations. Since 2016 we
wanted to extend the range of the event and the number if participants by organizing series of pre-events
and by boosting the social media presence of the project throughout the whole year.

12 years
in a row

400 000

participants and fans

>1000 media 100 celebs
pieces on a yearly bases

personal support

CHAOSGROUP

CHAOSGROUP – TECHNOLOGY OSCAR FOR V-RAY
The international company Chaosgroup, found and based in Sofia
selected our agency for media relations services for their Scientific
and Engineering Award for the “original concept, design and
implementation of V-Ray.” The award, presented by the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, honors pioneers whose
“developments result in significant improvements to motion picture
production”.
For the first time a Bulgarian company wins such an honorable
award. APRA PN BCG organized a media event, which aimed to
spread the message that Chaosgroup are looking for new
colleagues.

38

TV shows

43

print publications

Over 210
online publications

Domino’s Pizza
Bulgaria

DOMINO’S PIZZA – MEDIA BREAKFAST
The international fast food pizza delivery chain – Domino’s Pizza
reached out to APRA for media relations services, event organization,
communication strategy and influencer marketing. APRA PN organized
the first official introduction of Domino’s Pizza to the Bulgarian media.
During the business “pizza” breakfast for media and partners we gave
information about the company’s profile, investments, future plans,
statistics, market research, etc.

58

Online publications

19

Media representatives

6

TV/Print interviews

VOSS
AUTOMOTIVE

VOSS
Press conference to present VOSS Automotive in Bulgaria
VOSS Automotive invests EUR 15 million in Bulgaria. The German
automotive and machine industry leader VOSS Automotive chose
Bulgaria among more than 22 selected countries to position their next
business. The company is opening a plant in the village of Bahovitsa,
Lovech municipality in 2019.
APRA PN BCG developed a communication strategy to position VOSS
Automotive on the Bulgarian market as the German company with the
best solutions for vehicle systems, a stable investor and a reliable
employer. APRA PN BCG organized an event to present VOSS
Automotive to the Bulgarian audience. The event was attended by
media representatives, the Minister of Economy Emil Karanikolov, the
Director of the Bulgarian Investment Agency Stamen Yanev,
government representatives and local authorities.

60

Online publications

40

Guests

10

Print publications

PURINA®
Webinars

PURINA® VET WEBINARS
Purina Vet Webinars is a local Bulgarian project elaborated
by APRA PN for Purina Bulgaria. At the center of the idea lies
the usage of credible evidence on Purina strategic quest to
become the most trusted pet care company, enriching the
lives of both pets and people.
Through a series of webinars – live, online based educational
lectures, we were able to deliver expert advice to pet
owners, helped veterinarians increase the level of
prophylactic care and created a community of pet-lovers in
the crowded digital communication environment.
4000 comments and questions; 4 dedicated press releases –
100 publications; Live streaming – 280k views; Consumers
feedback – 100% positive; 1070 % increase in FB page likes.

Over 200 K
Engaged users

Over 4000

comments and questions

280 K
views

1070 %

increase in FB page likes

KIT KAT Ruby

KIT KAT RUBY

Official Launch in Bulgaria
APRA PN organized special influencer campaign dedicated to
the official KIT Kat Ruby Launch in Bulgaria.
We informed the media first about the product and gave them
the opportunity to try it first. Then we collaborated with
famous bloggers and influencers, making Kit Kat Ruby desirable
and then we gave it to celebrities and lifestyle trendsetters.

35

publications

92%

prominence score

30 000

social media likes, shares and
comments

100 celebs
approached

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS
CASE STUDIES

Ivo Petrov
Architects

Ivo Petrov Architects - Social Media Management
Ivo Petrov – Architects is a full-service architectural company.
The company was established in 1990 with the ambition to
provide high-quality services in the field of residential, public
and industrial buildings design – from urban planning
developments to interior and furnishing design.
The architectural studio chose APRA Porter Novelli to manage
their digital image and more specifically their social media
channels. Our digital team manages IPA’s
- Official Facebook page
- LinkedIn profile
- Official Instagram profile

50+

Social Media Posts

2700+
Followers

20%

Engagement Rate

70 000 +
Reach

A1

А1 – Social Media and Digital Asset Management
As part of the rebranding campaign of the biggest Bulgarian telecom, APRA was assigned
to manage the transition of the Corporation from Mtel to A1.
The rebranding campaign was divided in three phases – teaser, pre-launch and launch,
that took place in a 6 month period in 2018.
A1 owns a variety of digital assets, including FB, Tw, G+, LinkedIn, YouTube, IG channel
(launched by APRA) and a corporate Blog and Website, all of which were managed by the
corporate External Communications Team and APRA Digital Department.
Throughout the launch period APRA managed several activation games with strategic
partners of A1 such as Cartoon Network, MTV Varna Beach and Samsung, supported by
FB & IG ads campaigns and GDN remarketing ads.
Along with all included campaigns, APRA managed the digital communication of the
launch for the innovative Music Streaming Service of A1 – Xplore Music App, which is
the newest addition to the portfolio of A1 services.

2200+

Social Media Posts*

*7 months period (May – November 2018)

18К+

New Followers*

400+

Avg. interactions per Post*

31 900+

Avg. Organic Reach per day*

INFUENCER MARKETING

Influencer Marketing
Influencer marketing is one of the fastest growing marketing trends. Brands are aware of that and need
to be associated with popular social media personas. This trend is likely to continue in the future, as
roughly two-thirds of marketing departments are looking to increase their budget for influencer
marketing over the next year.
We organize successful Influencer marketing campaigns for many of our clients – NIVEA, INVOKE, Ytong,
Nestle Fitness, Kit Kat, PURINA, Domino’s, etc. Our goal is to find the best match “brand-influencer“, to
select influencers with positive image, providing creative and authentic content, that reflects the brand
in a positive way.

8

Influencer Campaigns

80
KOL’s

Over 600
KOL’s publications

And many more campaigns…

47

THANK YOU!
Contact:
APRA Porter Novelli Group
www.APRAagency.com
Facebook.com/APRAPorterNovelli
T/F: +359 2 9814190
E: office@apraagency.com

